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“intellectually curious, funny and rude, possessed of 
chameleon stage talents and a taste for risk”.  

 Judith Mackrell, Guardian 



 
“Their idea isn’t new but their intention, energy and their astute curatorial 

choice is an exciting proposal.  It brings together both a focus on practices that 
are important but not often visible in the UK dance scene from artists with a 

clear longevity and strong authorial voices” Eva Martinez, Sadlers Wells 

 
Nora is the latest in a distinguished line of UK dance projects in which dancers take the 
lead.   Eleanor Sikorski and Flora Wellesley Wesley have come together as Nora as 
curators, commissioners and dancers, inviting dance makers to create work for them to 
perform.  In their first collaborative endeavour they perform an evening of new works by 
acclaimed duo Jonathan Burrows and Matteo Fargion, renowned French choreographer 
Simon Tanguy and the self-styled grand dame of un-disciplined dance Liz Aggiss.  
 
With Burrows and Fargion Nora have retranslated composer Morton Feldman’s score for 
their iconic piece from 2002, Both Sitting Duet. This new piece, entitled Eleanor And 
Flora Music, reimagines the earlier work as a standing performance, building silent music 
from a gestural landscape of touch. 
 
 

 
 
 

“Endearing, intelligent and enterprising” 
 Jann Parry, DanceTabs 



 
Next up is Digging, by Simon Tanguy, a complex piece featuring movement and text 
which forms an intimate portrait of the two women and the political world in which they live.  
 

    
 

                                   
 
By contrast BLOODY NORA! is a hilarious detour into a wild and esoteric world in which 
Liz Aggiss conjures a duet from historical sources as disparate as the British Music Hall 
tradition of Max Wall and German Expressionist dance. 
 

“It’s great to see these performers with their feisty, feminist agenda owning the 
stage, rather than decorating it”.  Josephine Leask, londondance.com 

 



 
 
As performers, Eleanor and Flora are outstanding, not only for their technical assurance 
with a broad range of dance practices, but for their deep connection on stage. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

“With a shared dance history (London Contemporary Dance School and 
Edge) both women are on the same page in terms of dance practice and 
embodied knowledge but contrast more sharply in personality, as slowly 

emerges through the work; Eleanor has an ironic, understated manner and 
Flora an enthusiastic chirpiness. Of course, one compliments the other.”   

Jann Parry, DanceTabs



 
 
Biographies 
 
Nora 
Nora is the coming together of dancers Eleanor Sikorski and Flora Wellesley Wesley. The desire to 
collaborate as performers, their love of diverse choreographic processes and their critical eye has given them 
the impetus to invite several distinguished dancemakers to create new work for them to perform. In their first 
collective endeavour, they are commissioning a triple bill of work by award-winning choreographers 
 
Eleanor Sikorski 

 
www.eleanorsikorski.com 
Eleanor is a choreographer and performer whose solo work has been commissioned by Dance Umbrella (Big 
hands, big heart, 2014) and by BELLYFLOP Magazine (Cake, 2013, for Sadler’s Wells Wildcard). She also 
makes work in collaboration with other artists – touring A&E, with Alberto Ruiz Soler, and writing and 
performing with Matthew de Kersaint Giraudeau. She is currently working as a dancer for choreographers Eva 
Recacha, Evangelia Kolyra, Seke Chimutengwende and Alexandre Achour (Berlin). Eleanor is also a member 
of BELLYFLOP Magazine - an artist-led magazine curating and writing about contemporary dance in London. 
 
Flora Wellesley Wesley 
Flora Wellesley Wesley is a London-based dance artist and actor who has worked with a variety of 
choreographers, directors and visual artists besides independently and collaboratively producing her own 
work. Alongside being part of the editorial team of BELLYFLOP Magazine, Flora directed and performed with 
Trumpet Creepers improvisation ensemble from 2008-12, and is one of six dance artists who collaborate as 
Hiru Dance Organisation. Freelance performance projects include: dancing for choreographers Simonetta 
Alessandri, Seke Chimutengwende, Eva Recacha, Robbie Synge, and companies immigrants and animals 
and REQUARDT&ROSENBERG; working with visual artists William Hunt, Eddie Peake, Grace Schwindt and 
Tino Sehgal; and collaborating on research projects led by performance maker Guy Dartnell and site-specific 
theatre director Rebecca McCutcheon. 



 
Liz Aggiss 
www.lizaggiss.com 
Liz Aggiss is a Brighton based performer, choreographer, filmmaker, writer, artiste and Professor of Visual 
Performance at the University of Brighton. She makes live performances, dance films and screen dance 
installations. From cabaret, vaudeville, opera, live art, dance theatre, her work is eclectic, borrowing from a 
range of performance styles and is inherently cross-genre, unclassifiable, dodging categorization. Existing on 
both stage and screen it blurs the boundaries between high art and popular culture. In 1994 she received the 
Bonnie Bird Choreography Award and in 2003 an Arts Council Dance Fellowship Award. 
 
Jonathan Burrows 
www.jonathanburrows.info 
Jonathan Burrows danced with the Royal Ballet for 13 years before leaving to pursue his own choreography. 
His main focus now is an ongoing series of duets with the composer Matteo Fargion , with whom he has given 
over 300 performances across 31 countries. The two are currently in- house artists at the Nightingale Brighton 
and their most recent performance Body Not Fit For Purpose had its world premiere as part of the 2014 
Venice Biennale. Burrows and Fargion are contributing artists for William Forsythe’s Motionbank website 
project. Other high profile commissions include work for Sylvie Guillem, Forsythe’s Ballett Frankfurt and the 
National Theatre, London. Burrows has been an Associate Artist at Kunstencentrum Vooruit in Gent, Belgium, 
London’s South Bank Centre and Kaaitheater Brussels. He is a visiting member of faculty at P.A.R.T.S 
Brussels and has also been Guest Professor at universities in Berlin, Gent, Giessen, Hamburg and London. ‘A 
Choreographer's Handbook’ has sold over 6,000 copies since its publication in 2010 and is available from 
Routledge Publishing.  
 
Matteo Fargion 
Matteo Fargion studied composition with composers Kevin Volans and Howard Skempton. His interest in 
dance began after seeing Merce Cunningham perform in London, which encouraged him to apply for for the 
International Course for Choreographers and Composers through which he met choreographer Jonathan 
Burrows. The two have worked closely on a body of work conceived, created and performed together, which 
has become celebrated internationally for its rare combination of intellectual rigour and humour. Fargion has 
written music for other choreographers including Lynda Gaudreau and Russell Maliphant, and has worked 
particularly closely with choreographer Siobhan Davies, writing music for some of her most significant recent 
work including The Art of Touch (1995) and Minutes for the Collection (2009). Fargion also writes for theatre, 
particularly in Germany, where he has worked over a number of years at the Residenz Theater Munich and at 
the Berlin Schaubühne with Thomas Ostermeier. 
 
Simon Tanguy 
www.simontanguy.com 
Simon Tanguy (Fr, 1984) is a maker and dancer, based in Rennes (FR). Since the age of 18 he has been 
creating his own shows within a youthful circus company that performs in the street and traditional circuses. 
After ten years of practising  judo, in 2005 he obtained a degree in philosophy at Rennes. Having taken up 
contemporary dance, he enrolled at the Samovar School in Paris, training in physical theatre and clowning, 
where he developed his ideas around burlesque, buffoonery and the grotesque. In 2011, he graduated from 
SNDO, Amsterdam. During these four years working as a choreographer, he has built up skills through the 
acquisition and comparison of varied experience (circus, clowning, philosophy). His physicality is an amalgam 
that explores intensity of movement, extreme emotional states, and musicality abruptly changing into 
absurdity. He brings to contemporary dance an energetic background derived from theatre and with the 
wildness and openness of clowning. He has worked both as a dancer and performer for a number of 
international choreographers: Boris Charmatz, Maud Le Pladec, Deborah Hay, Ame Henderson. His solo 
“Japan” received the ITS choreography award 2011. His trio "Gerro, Minos and Him", made in collaboration 
with Aloun Marchal and Roger Sala Reyner,  received 2nd prize Danse Elargie in 2010 in Théâtre de la Ville-
Paris and the theaterhaus prize Stuttgart in 2013.  
   



BOOKING DETAILS 
 
Touring from February 2016 
 
Number on stage two 
 
Number on the road three/four 
 
Technical requirements      Sprung dance floor, black lino 
         Wings on at least one side 
         Sound system 
         Two microphones and two microphone stands 
         Two plain chairs, similar to the ones featured  
         in this pack 
         Lighting to be confirmed, design will be  
         flexible/adaptable to each venue’s resources 
 
Get in day before show (pre-rig also considered) 
 
Running time: 2 hours 10 mins approximately (including interval) 
 
UK touring         t.b.a 
 
Overseas touring details on request 
 

1 minute trailer          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BjksMMMsLG0 

Introduction to Nora (6 minute documentary     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nv1Iz9Pk_tc 

 
Workshops workshops focus on the empowerment of 
 performers as creators and authors, and can be 
 tailored to different ability, age and experience. 
 
Contact Sarah Trist @  
 Sarah Trist Dance Management Agency 
 +44 7757 654790  sarah@stdma.com 
 

Commissioned by Sadler's Wells Trust and DanceEast. 
Co-commissioned by South East Dance. 

 
Supported by Arts Council England through National Lottery Funding, The Nightingale, Greenwich Dance & 
Trinity Laban Partnership, Dance4, Roehampton University, Leeds Beckett University, Institut Français and 

Chisenhale Dance Space. 
 

The Monument Trust supports co-productions and new commission at Sadler’s Wells. 
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